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Request Consent / Edits / Objections:

PROPERTY RATION
[property-ration1]

[1]

All individuals owning property greater than the EoP allotted eco-footprint

[eop-footprint2] ration will have their property, in excess of the property ration
nationalized.
[2]

An EoP allotted eco-footprint ration of nationalized property shall be provided

to any citizen who has no property; who has signed their responsible freedom
[responsible-freedom3] oath, who is eighteen or older – five years or older upon
written request by the individual – for their guaranteed lifetime use; to enable
them to sustain their most basic shelter, food and water needs; and engage with
neighbours into local food production cooperatives; to begin the process of
rebuilding local cooperative tribal responsible freedom communities.
[3]

A property ration will not be able to be sold, but individuals will be able to

swap their property rations with another individual in the same nation or another
nation, per fully informed consenting agreement by such individuals and any
necessary authorities.
[4]

A property ration will be guaranteed for life, and an individual can only lose

their property ration upon death (a) from natural causes or (b) upon the date of
their assisted suicide, as decided by the judge at the time of conviction and
sentencing for intentional crime of aggression.
[5]

An expired property ration, subsequent to the death of the owner, can be

claimed by family or neighbours in a swap agreement; where individuals with
similar cultural values want to create a cultural law self rule property ration
homeland.
[6]

As global one child law enables orderly population decline, expired property

rations on the borders of rewilded nature corridors are to be transferred to rewilded
nature corridors property status, for rewilding to return to their natural habitat
status.
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